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Introduction. The subject of infinite-dimensional representations of Lie groups

may be viewed as a generalization of classical harmonic analysis, i.e. the Fourier

series and integral. One may ask, then, for the counterpart of Fourier analysis in

the complex domain in this general setting.

Two viewpoints seem possible here, group-theoretically. On the one hand, the

Fourier integral in the real domain involves the unitary representations f -> eix(,

x real, of R. These representations depend analytically on x, of course, and nonreal

values of x give nonunitary representations. This process of analytic continuation

in the parameters of the representation has been intensively studied for semisimple

Lie groups and has led to interesting results concerning harmonic analysis on these

groups (cf. [28]).

The second viewpoint, which we shall adopt in the present paper, is to consider

the Fourier transform in the complex domain as providing the analytic continuation

of a representation of the group R to its complexification C.

To be specific, let U he the regular representation of R on L2(R): U(t)f(x)

—f(x + í ). Suppose fe L2(R) and

p oo

(0.1) e™\f(i)\* dt < co
J — 00

for some r>0 (/= Fourier transform off). Then/is the restriction to the real axis

of the function/(z) = J ei2i/(f) i/f, which is analytic in the strip |Imz|<i\ By

setting U(z)f(x)=f(x + z), \lmz\<r, we obtain a local representation of the

additive group C on a subspace of L2(R).

Now the space of functions satisfying (0.1) (r depending on/) is exactly the

space of analytic vectors for the representation U, i.e. those functions / such that

í -*> U(t)f is an analytic function from R to L2(R). Furthermore, Paley and Wiener

[22] gave still another description of this space as the set of functions/ holomorphic

in some strip |Im z\ <r (r depending on/) and satisfying

/»OO

(0.2) sup \f(x + iy)\2 dx < cc.
I9l<f   J - oo
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Suppose now that v is a strongly continuous unitary representation of a Lie

group G on a Hubert space =3f = J^(tt). Of course the notion of analytic vector

makes sense in this general context. What are the analogues of properties (0.1)

and (0.2)? As to (0.1), we observe that this is equivalent to the assertion that/is

an analytic vector for the operator F=[l —(¿/¿x)2]1'2 (defined by (Bf)~(£) =

(l + £2)1/2/(£)). This operator, however, is definable in general: Let g be the Lie

algebra of G, and let d-n denote the corresponding representation of the universal

enveloping algebra of g on the space J#"*(ir) of C° vectors for n. Choose a basis

Xu...,Xd for g and set A = Xf+ • ■ ■ +X$, A = 8tt(1-A)~ (the bar denoting

operator closure). The operator A is always selfadjoint and positive, by a result

of Nelson and Stinespring [21], and for the operator B = A112 we proved [9]

Theorem A. The space Jfa(rr) of analytic vectors for -n is precisely the space of

analytic vectors for the operator B.

Thus the analogue of (0.1) is obtained by replacing the Fourier transform by

the unitary operator diagonalizing the selfadjoint operator B.

It remains to find an analogue of the Paley-Wiener characterization (0.2),

viewed as an "intrinsic" description of the space 3^w(tt), and to investigate the

analytic continuation of -n to the complexification of G. This is the aim of the

present paper.

The paper is divided into two parts: Part I, in which we establish certain general

results about spaces of analytic vectors, and Part II, in which we make a detailed

study of the analytic vectors for representations of certain Lie groups. Our results

may be summarized as follows:

In §1 we prove a theorem which facilitates the determination of the space Jf "(-rr)

of differentiable vectors. In §2 we introduce a continuous scale Jffirr), 0<t<co,

of spaces of analytic vectors, whose union is the space ^"(tt) and whose inter-

section we call the space of entire vectors for -n. We prove that on the space of

entire vectors the representation may be analytically continued to a global repre-

sentation of the complexified group. In §3 we prove that when G is the semidirect

product of subgroups H and K, then jea(-!r)=jeoi(Tr\H) n jea(-n\K). For a solvable

group G this reduces the determination of the space ^"(tt-) to the problem of

finding the analytic vectors for a one-parameter group, which we treat in §4.

Part II begins with §5, in which we recast the Paley-Wiener theorem mentioned

earlier into the form of a description of the spaces J^f(U), U the regular representa-

tion of R. In §6 we study the analytic vectors for the irreducible, infinite-dimen-

sional unitary representations of the Heisenberg group. Using Theorem A and the

results of Part I we obtain a characterization of Paley-Wiener type for the analytic

vectors for these representations. Our result is essentially equivalent to a theorem

of Hille concerning Hermite series in the complex domain [11], although our

method of proof is completely different. We also characterize the space of entire

vectors for these representations and show that it is dense.
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In §7 we study the infinite-dimensional irreducible unitary representations of the

"ax + b" group, obtaining a theorem of Paley-Wiener type for the "Lebedev

transform." Unlike the representations of the Heisenberg group, these representa-

tions do not admit any nonzero entire vectors, and we obtain an explicit upper

bound for the region of holomorphy of the matrix elements. In §8 we use the results

of §7 to show that a nowhere-trivial unitary representation of a noncompact simple

Lie group G admits no nonzero entire vectors. As corollaries we obtain the existence

of complex singularities for spherical functions, and the theorem that G has no

nontrivial representations which are continuous in the uniform operator topology,

a result due to Singer [27]. These results show that there is no reasonable global

form of the "Unitarian trick" available for unitary representations of G. They

also show the essentially local nature of the analytic domination theorem in [20]

and [9].

The results of §§1-3 are valid for representations on arbitrary Banach spaces, so

we establish them in that generality. Thus in Part I, n will denote a strongly

continuous representation of a connected Lie group G on a complex Banach space

3V(n). For other treatments of some of the material of §§1-2, cf. [2], [4], [5], [18].

Our point of view derives principally from [20].

Part I. General Results

1. C°° vectors. We denote by 3#"*(tt) the space of infinitely differentiable

vectors for it, i.e. those vectors v e J^(n) for which the ^-valued function

g'^~v(g) = n(g)v is C°° on G. If a is the Lie algebra of G, then on the space Jfm(n)

there is a representation 8n of g such that 8n(X)v = (d¡dt)n(e\p tX)v\t = 0. The

representation 8n extends uniquely to a representation of the universal enveloping

algebra 11 of the complexification gc of g, which we shall also denote by 8n (follow-

ing the notation of [2]).

We topologize Jtm(n) so that 8n(T) is a continuous map, for every Fell.

For this purpose it suffices to use the countable family of seminorms />„,

(1.1) Pn(v)=    sup    \\8n(Xh-■ ■ Xjn)v\\,
läficSd

where Xx,...,Xd is a fixed basis for g and « = 0, 1,2,... (p0(v)= Ml)- Tnese

particular seminorms are especially convenient in estimating the rate of growth of

8n(Xm)v, XeQc. Indeed, if X=2t = i tkXk and we define \X\=t |£*| (relative to

the fixed basis {Xk}), then for v e J(""(n)

(1.2) />»(-M*>)  =   \X\mPn+m(v)-

For leg, í i-> n(e\p t X) is a strongly continuous one-parameter group of

operators on Jt whose infinitesimal generator will be denoted by dn(X). Thus

dn(X)^dn(X) and ifveJf"1^) then v e $(dn(X)n) for all « and all Xe%(ß(A)

being the domain of an operator A). Conversely, we have the following result:
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Theorem 1.1. Let Xu ..., Xdbe a basis for g. Suppose v g Jf (it) is in the domain

of d-rr(Xk)n for n=\, 2,... and 1 £k£d. Then v e je"°(-n).

Remark. Theorem 1.1 can also be stated in terms of the generating family of

one-parameter subgroups Gfc = {exp tXk}: Ifv is a C00 vector for ir\Gk, k=l,..., d,

then v is a C°° vector for w. [One easily verifies that ^"Hc^H^i @(d-rr(Xk)n).]

Proof of Theorem 1.1 (suggested by [3]). Set vk(t)=-rr(exp tXk)v. Then, as noted

in the remark above, vk is a C° function from F1 to JF, and (¿/¿On^(0|i-o

= dir(Xk)nv. Suppose that <j> e Cô(G) and w e 2#". Denoting a right Haar measure

on G by ¿g, one has

j<Kg)«g) dn(xkyv, wy dg = (didty j<KgK<g exP txk)v, wy ¿g|i=0

= (¿/¿0n ^<p(gexp-tXk)(-n(g)v, wy dg\t=0

= (-IT jXZ<KgKv(g)v,w-> dg,

where X is the left-invariant differential operator X<j>(g) = (d¡dt)(p(g exp tX)\t = 0.

Now let Am be the differential operator J?fmH-\-X%m on G. The above

calculation shows that for each w e Jíf" the function /(g) = (rr(g)v, wy is a weak

solution to the equation Am/=/m, where fm(g) = 22=i <>(#) dn(Xk)2mv, w>. But/m

is a continuous function and Am is an elliptic operator of order 2m, so by the local

regularity theorem for weak solutions of elliptic equations,/has locally F2 deriva-

tives of order ¿2/w [1, p. 190, Theorem 1]. Since this holds for all m,f is C°° by

Sobolev's lemma. It follows from [18, Chapter 6, Lemma 1] that v is a C° vector

for 7T.    Q.E.D.

Corollary 1.1. The space J^x(-tt) is a Fréchet space (metrizable, complete,

locally convex).

Proof. Because the topology of Jf "(tt) is determined by the countable family

{pn} of seminorms, we only need show completeness. But if {vn} is a Cauchy sequence

in <5fœ(7r), then for X e g and all k, {d-n(X)kv^ t is a Cauchy sequence in J^(tt).

Let t> = limiv Because ¿tt(A') is a closed operator, we must have v e 2¿>(drr(X)k)

for all k. By Theorem 1.1, u eJf "(w).

2. Analytic vectors. Recall that the vector v e ¿F is an analytic vector for the

representation -n if the function v(g) = rr(g)v is a real analytic function on G.

Denoting the space of analytic vectors for -n by 3#"°(tt), we have the inclusion

^fra(7r)çJf "(77). Furthermore, Nelson gave the following infinitesimal character-

ization of Jfa(Tr): Let Xu ..., Xd he a basis for g which will remain fixed in this

section, and define the seminorms pn by formula (1.1). Then a C'-vector v is an

analytic vector if and only if

(2.1) Es(v) =  2 ZI-PA») < œ
n = 0 "•
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for some í>0 [20, Lemma 7.1]. Thus if we define

3f? = {ve J#"°(n) I Es(v) < oo for 0 < s < t},

then Jf"(n)={Jt>0jr?.

The space 3ff depends on the choice of basis for g used in defining pn, of course.

If Yx,..., Yd is another basis for g and Jff is defined analogously to Jtff hut

using the basis {F,}, then one easily verifies that ^f^e^cjf» for some c>0

and all t. Give ¿ff the topology defined by the seminorms {ES}0<S<1.

If U is a unitary representation of G, let A = 1 - 8 U(A) ", where A = X2-\-\-Xi,

and set B=A112. Make 3)(etB) a Hubert space with norm ||<?iBt>||- The proof of

Theorem 2 of [9] (cf. especially the estimates of Lemma 2 of [9] and Lemma 6.3

of [20]) establishes the following more precise form of the basic analytic domina-

tion theorem quoted in the Introduction:

Theorem 2.1. There exists a constant c>0, independent of U, such that for

0<i^l

¿f?lc(U) £ 3>(ëB) ç œ%(U),

the inclusions being continuous (uniformly in U).

Since 3i(elB) is dense in Jf(U) for every i>0, Theorem 2.1 shows that ¿f?0(U)

is dense in Jf(U) for some i0 > 0, a result due to Nelson. In general for a representa-

tion n on a Banach space one has 3#"°(p) dense in 3f(n), by [20]. Now from in-

equality (1.2) it follows that ¿Vf(n) is invariant under g. Hence the closure of

3ff(n) in Jt(n) is invariant under G [5, Proposition 1], so that if n is topologically

irreducible, Jff0(n) must be dense in ¿f(n) for some i0 in this case also.

The next two propositions state some properties of the spaces ¿ff which are

easily verified consequences of inequality (1.2) and Corollary 1.1.

Proposition 2.1. Jff, topologized by the family of norms {ES}0<S<1, is a Fréchet

space and the inclusion 3ff^3fx(n) is continuous. Furthermore, 8n(X): 3?f -> Jff

continuously for any X e g.

Proposition 2.2. Let Xe g° and v e 34? f with t>\X\. Then the series

to       i

(2.2) exp 8n(X)v = ¿ —. 8n(Xn)v

converges absolutely in ¿(""(n) and exp 8n(X): 3ff^3ff_m continuously. IfiXeQ

then exp 8n(X)v = n(exp X)v.

Corollary 2.1. Denote the dual space of 3f°(n) by Jf-^(n). Let veJff and

w eJf"°(n). Then the function </>(X) = (n(exp X)v, w> on g extends holomorphically

to the region \ X\ < t in gc.

Remark. When ¿fœ(n) is a space of functions on a set r for which evaluations

at points of T define ^""-continuous linear functionals, then Corollary 2.1 has the
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consequence that 7r(exp X)v(y) is holomorphic in | JV| < í for each fixed yeT,

whenever v e ¿Cf. (The converse is false, however; cf. §7.)

Let Gc be the connected and simply-connected Lie group whose Lie algebra is

gc. Fix í0¿ 1/4 such that X—* exp X is bijective from gc to Gc. (Here exp = expGc.)

Then for [A^fo and g = exp X, we define 77M(g) = exp drr(X), with domain

Uoijti ^"t- Let |ad X\ be the norm of ad A' as a linear transformation on the

normed space (gc, | • |) (where | ■ | is the norm defined by the fixed basis {Xk}).

Then we have the following result (cf. [20, Lemma 9.1]):

Proposition 2.3. tt-w is a local representation of Gc:

If max(\X\, |ad X\, |F|,|ad F|)<í¿í0 and s = (e2t-l)¡(2-e2l) = 8(t), then for

veJtf

(2.3) ^(exp X)-rrm(exp Y)v = n-w(exp X exp Y)v.

Remark. Note that 8(t)>2t, with 8(t)~2t ast->0.

Proof. We shall employ the Campbell-Hausdorff formula [12], which is the

formal identity exey = eL(x-y), with

F(x, y) = 2, ^—   Z,   C(P> <1)zpÂx, y)-
n=l       "      (P.¡neSn

Here Sn = {(p,q) \ p,q e Nn,p¡+qi>0}, c(p,q)=[p\q\\p+q\Yí, and

ZP,q(x, y) = (ad xf^ad y)"t ■ ■ ■ (ad x)p»(ad y?» ~ \y)   if qn > 0,

= (ad x)pi(ad y)"^ • • • (ad x)p- " \x) if qn = 0.

(We employ the usual notation: if p eNn, then p\=p±\- ■ -pn\ and \p\ =p± + ■ • •

+Pn-)

Let us investigate the convergence properties of the series L(d-rr(X), 8n(Y)).

Because d-n is a representation, Zm(dir(X), 8n(Y)) = dir(Zm(X, Y)). By our assump-

tions on X and Y, we have \Zpq(X, y)| <?|P| + |,J|. Thus for veJf'c(7r) and m^O,

Pm(Zpq(dn(X), 87T(Y))v)ûtM + ̂ Pm+1(v), by inequality (1.2). But

00 i 00

2^2   c(p,q)t^^ <   2 (e2t-iy = 8(t),
n= 1 " p,qeS„ n= 1

the series for 8(t) converging by virtue of the restriction í¿l/4. Hence \L(X, Y)\

<8(t) and the series L(d-n(X), drr( Y))v converges absolutely in 3f<D(-rr) to

dir(L(X, Y))v.

Suppose now that v e ¿ffuy Since 8(t) > 2t, 7rm(exp Y)v e Jtff and the series

defining 7rra(exp A')7rm(exp Y)v is absolutely convergent by Proposition 2.2. The

series defining 7rM(exp L(X, Y))v converges absolutely by the estimates of the

preceding paragraph. Hence these series are all unconditionally convergent, so the

Campbell-Hausdorff formula applies, yielding

7rw(exp X)rrjexp Y)v = na(exp L(X, Y))v = 7rm(exp X exp Y)v

[12, Chapter X, Theorem 3.1].    Q.E.D.
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Let us set 3^%(n) = f)t>0 3ff. By an earlier remark this space is independent of

the choice of basis for g used to define 3ff. By Proposition 2.1 it is a Fréchet

space when topologized by the family of norms {Lr}r>o- Furthermore, if v e3f%(n)

and Xe gc, then exp 8n(X)v e 3f%(n) and the function X -> exp 8n(X)v is holo-

morphic, by Proposition 2.2. We shall call 3f%(n) the space of entire vectors for n.

As an immediate consequence of Propositions 2.3 and the simple-connectivity of

Gc, we thus obtain

Corollary 2.2. n0, defines a holomorphic representation of Gc on the space

3%"£,(n).

Remark. Suppose n is topologically irreducible. Then, as a space of analytic

vectors invariant under g, 3f%(n) is either 0 or dense in 3f(n). We shall give

examples of both possibilities in §§6 and 7.

3. Analytic vectors for semidirect products. In §1 we saw that the determination

of the space 3fx(n) could be reduced to the case of one-parameter subgroups. We

would like to obtain some similar reduction of the problem of characterizing the

space 3f a(n). The situation here is more delicate, since separate real-analyticity of

a function of several variables does not imply joint analyticity. Thus the analogue

of Theorem 1.1, with "C°°" replaced by "analytic," may not hold. We do have the

following theorem, however.

Theorem 3.1. Let G be the semidirect product of subgroups H and K, and let nH

and nK denote, respectively, the restrictions ofn to H and K. Then

3t">(n) = 3fa(nH) O 3?a(nK).

Proof. Let us suppose K normal in G, and denote by Ï) and f the Lie algebras of

H and K respectively. Then g = I) + t (direct sum), and Ad G(f)çï (Ad being the

adjoint representation of G on g). Let Xx,..., Xd be a basis for g such that X¡ e t

for 1 újúl, and Xt e I) for /+1 ^j^d. The map r -> e(r) = exp txXx- ■ ■ exp tdXd,

where r = (tx,..., td)e Rd, is an analytic isomorphism from a neighborhood of 0

in Rd to a neighborhood of e in G [12, Chapter VII, Proposition 4.1]. Hence

v e 3fa(n) if and only if the function F(t) = n(e(r))v is analytic for t near zero in Rd.

Suppose that v e 3ta(nH) n 3€a>(nK). Then v is a C00 vector for each one-

parameter group {exp tXk}, so by Theorem 1.1 he3f "(tt). Thus the function F(t)

is C°°. To prove F analytic we must show that there exists an e>0 and M<oo

such that the Cauchy inequalities

(3.1) \\DaF(r)\\  è MM\a\\

hold  for   |t|¿e  and  all  multi-indices  a = (ax,..., ad),  where  Da = Dax1- ■ ■ Ddd

(Dj = d¡8tj). One calculates easily that

DkF(r) = n(exp txXx-- exp tjX,) 8n(X,)kn(exp ti+xXj+x- ■ -exp tdXd)v.
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But for v g Jí?°°(ir), g g G, and XeQ, one has the relation

8ir(X)kTr(g)v = rr(g) S^(Ad g"1 ■ *)*»,

obtained by differentiating the equation g_1 exp/Ag = exp (Ad g_1f A") [10,

Chapter II, §5]. Thus DkF(r) = -n(e(r)) 8rr(Z)(r))kv, where

Z/t) = Ad (exp tH.1XJ+1 • • -exp tdXdyx- X¡.

Since 7T is uniformly bounded on compact sets, one has

sup ||AkF(r)|| ¿ ce sup WMZMM
Ms« HIS«

holding for any c>0 and some constant Cs. But by the choice of the basis {X,}

we have Z}(r) e I) for /£/+ 1 while Z/t) g I for7¿A Since v e 3^""(tth) n J^03^)

and the map r->Zj(r) is continuous, there exists an e>0 and M<co so that

||8rr(Zj(r))kv|| ¿A/kA:! for |t| ¿e. Thus we get

(3.2) sup || DkF(r) || ¿ M*/e!
I»IS«

holding for some e>0 and M<cc.

We now want to employ a theorem of F. Browder [3]. Since the proof of this

theorem in [3] has a small technical error (the function £r on page 653 is obviously

not of class Cr + 1 as claimed), we shall sketch a proof incorporating the necessary

corrections.

Set Am= 1 — 2í=i A2"1. By the argument of [3], one has an estimate

(3.3) IIF^IU = C\\Am4,U

holding for |a| <2m — d and <p e C2m(R") (|| • |œ being sup norm). The constant C

depends only on d and the support of <f>.

One next constructs a function ipm of class Cm with compact support, which,

roughly speaking, satisfies Cauchy's inequalities up to order m. For this purpose,

define a function <¡>m on Ä1 by

4>m(t) = 0, / ¿ 0,

=    í   5m(l-5)m¿5,     0 ¿  t  ¿   1,

= ¿«O), / =   I-

The vanishing of the integrand to order m at 0 and 1 implies that <f>m e Cm(R1).

Straightforward estimates with binomial coefficients show that for k ¿ m,

\\(d¡dt)k4>m\U ú 4m/c!.

Set8m(t) = <pm(l)-^m(2-2\t\),and
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e as in (3.2). Then 4¡meCm(Rd), <l>m(r) = Q for |i-|äe, <pm(r)=\ for |t|^c/2, and

0^iim(r)^l. Since <pm(\)^Cm, it follows that for k^m,

(3.4) IWJL = CTk\,

Ce a constant depending only on e.

We now combine estimates (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4) as follows: Let u e 3f', \u\ = 1,

and set/(r) = <F(T), u). We obtain from (3.3) the estimate

(3.5) sup   \D"f(r)\ ^ Ce sup \AM>2mf)(r)\
MSe/2 |t|S<

for any multi-index a with \a\ <2m — d (Cs is independent of m since </>2m/is sup-

ported on the cube |r|^e for all m). By Leibnitz' formula and estimates (3.2)

and (3.4) we obtain

sup \D2m(<p2mf)(r)\ á Ml™(2m)\
WS*

for some constant Mx. Together with (3.5), this gives

(3.6) sup   \Daf(T)\ ^ Mlm(2m)\
lHSs/2

holding for some constant M2 and any multi-index a with \a\<2m — d. Choose

m so that 2m^d+\a\ +2. Then the Cauchy inequalities (3.1) follow from (3.6)

and the arbitrariness of u.   Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.1 yields the analytic counterpart to Theorem 1.1 in the solvable

case:

Corollary 3.1. Suppose G is a solvable Lie group. Choose a basis {X,)d=x for g

such that Cuspan {X,}fii is a subalgebra of g with £¡ an ideal in £i+1. Let G,=

{exp **,}_„<,<„. Then 3t"»(n) = C\di=x 3f-(n\G).

Proof. We may assume G connected and simply connected, since the notion of

analytic vector is a local one. Let Ht be the subgroup of G corresponding to the

subalgebra £¡. Then by [12, Chapter XII, Theorem 2.2] Hi+X is simply connected

and is the semidirect product of H¡ with Gi+1. The corollary thus follows from

Theorem 3.1 by induction on dim Y.   Q.E.D.

4. Analytic vectors for a one-parameter unitary group. In order to utilize the

results of §3 we shall need convenient criteria for determining the analytic vectors

for a one-parameter unitary group of operators í h> U(t). By Stone's theorem

U(t)=eitA for a unique selfadjoint operator A. By the spectral theorem [14], we

may realize A as multiplication by a real-valued measurable function 4> acting on

L2(Q., dot), for some measure space (Í2, dw). We then have the following criteria

for analyticity :

Proposition 4.1. Let f e L2(Q., da>). The following are equivalent:

(i) <f>nfe L2 for all n and 2"= o ('n/"0||<¿n/1 < °o for 0 S t < r.
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(ii) etwfeL2for0^t<r.

(iii) FAe function F(x) = (eix*//), x real, extends holomorphically to the disc

\z\<2r.

Proof, (i) => (ii) The series 2 (znln]-)<Pnf converges in F2 for |z| <r; it also con-

verges pointwise to e2*/ which is thus in L2.

(ii) => (iii) F(z) = l eizé\f\2 dm gives the analytic continuation, the integral being

absolutely convergent for |z| <2r.

(iii) --> (i) Let ¡/(0 = ReF(?) = Jcos(jyV)|/|2¿a>. Since u is C" near 0, and

u(t) = u(— t), we have w'(0) = 0, so that \imt^01 ~2[u(0) — u(t)] exists. By Fatou's

lemma this implies {<p2\f\2 dm<co, so we may apply the dominated convergence

theorem to conclude that

u"(t) = - [cos(<j>t)<l>2\f\2do>.

It follows by induction that <pnfe L2 for all n. With this information, the dominated

convergence theorem yields the equality F(2n)(0) = (— l)n||^n/||2. But letting

M(s) = suplzl=s \F(z)\, one then has by Cauchy's inequalities \<¡>nf\2 -¿ M(s)(2n)\s~2n

¿M(5)(h!)2(5/2)-2'1 for any 5<2r, which implies (i).    Q.E.D.

Part II. Applications

5. Analytic vectors for translations. Let Jf=L2(Ri) (Lebesgue measure), and

let U(t) be the one-parameter unitary group of translations: U(t)f(x)=f(x + t).

If/denotes the Fourier transform of/ then (U(t)fX(i) = e~Uif(i). Thus with

respect to the canonical basis {A"} for the Lie algebra of F (A/=(¿/¿í)/(0|t = o),

œ?(U) = {f\e^f(Ç)eL2fors < t},

by Proposition 4.1. This space of functions, however, was characterized intrinsically

by Paley and Wiener [22, Theorems I and IV] :

Proposition 5.1 (Paley-Wiener). A function f in F2(F1) is in the space Jf?(U)

if and only if it is the restriction to the real axis of a function f(z) which is holomorphic

in the strip |Im z\ < t and which satisfies

(5.1) AGO = sup \r   |/(x + /»|2¿xV/2 < oo
MS«   U-oo J

for all s<t.

(For a neat proof, cf. [13, Chapter VI, §7].)

Corollary 5.1. The norms {A5}s<i in equation (5.1) define the topology of the

space JTf(U). IffeJi??, \z\<t, then U0J(z)f(x)=f(x + z).

Proof of Corollary 5.1. We use the fact that for feJ^f(U) and \lmz\<t, the

Fourier transform of/(x + z) is ezif(Ç) [13, loe. cit.]. In particular one has Ns(f)
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= £s(/) = 2"=o(ín/«!)||/<n)||. But also this gives Ua(z)f(x)=f(x + z), so As(/)

= supUiás\\Ua(z)f\\. Hence by using the Cauchy inequalities applied to the

holomorphic vector-valued function z -» Ual(z)f we can dominate Es(f) by Nr(f),

s<r<t.   Q.E.D.

Remarks. The space Ji?%(U) of entire vectors for translations is the space of

entire functions/for which Ns(f)<co for all s>0; the representation Ua is given

by complex translations. Any analytic vector/for the operator d2\dx2 is an entire

vector for U, since es|ç|2/(|) is then in L2 for some e>0. In particular 3f%(U) is

dense in L2(R).

In §§6 and 7 we will need the following uniform bounds for functions in 3fa(U):

Lemma 5.1. Letfe3ff(U) andr<s<t. Then

sup   \f(z)\ Ú 8(r,s)Es(f),
IllmzlSr

d(r, s) a constant independent off.

Proof. Immediate from the Fourier inversion formula and the relation

(f(x + z)r = e^AO,       |Imz|<i.

6. The Heisenberg group. The Heisenberg group is the simply connected nil-

potent Lie group G having Lie algebra g spanned by X, Y, Z, with commutation

relations [X, Y] = Z, Z central. The infinite-dimensional irreducible unitary

representations of G map Z into i'A-1, Xe R, A/0, and are determined by A. The

representation nx may be realized on L2(R), with X-> d\dx, Y-* iXx, or in ex-

ponentiated form exp tX-> translation by t, exp í Y -> multiplication by eiUx

[24, Chapter 2, §1].

It follows from Theorem 1.1 that the space of Cœ-vectors for these representa-

tions is the Schwartz space Sf of rapidly decreasing C" functions. Indeed, Theorem

1.1 provides the superficially weaker condition: fe Sf o the derivatives/<n) e L2

for all n and p-fe L2 for all polynomials p.

Consider now the space 3f»(nx). Since 8n\XmYnZk) = Xn + k 8n1(XmYnZk), it

follows that 3f%nx) is independent of A. Let A=A'2+F2+Z2. Then 8n\A)

= (d/dx)2 — x2 — 1, acting on S?. As is well-known, this operator has a simple discrete

spectrum An=-2(« + l), with the corresponding normalized eigenfunctions <f>n

being the Hermite functions :

<f,n(x) = (nll22"nl)-ll2-(-l)nex2l2(dldx)n(e-x2),       [17].

By Theorem A of the Introduction and Proposition 4.1, the space 3fa(nK) is thus

the space of L2 functions / whose "Hermite coefficients" an =/"„, f(x)</>n(x) dx

satisfy 2 exP (°"V/'J)l<în|2<00 for some a>0. This last condition is of course

equivalent to the condition an = G(exp —ay/n) for some <t>0. Functions satisfying

this condition have been characterized in terms of their analytic continuations by
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E. Fülle [11, Theorem 1]. We give a slightly weakened version of his result in the

next theorem (Hille's theorem correlates the numbers a, r, e in (ii) and (iii) below):

Theorem 6.1. Let feL2(R) and let {an} be the "Hermite coefficients" off. The

following are equivalent :

(i) fis an analytic vector for the representation tta of the Heisenberg group.

(ii) an = 0(exp — a\/n) for some a>0.

(iii) fis the restriction to the real axis of a function f(z) which is holomorphic in a

strip | Im z| < t and satisfies

sup |/(x + /»| ¿ Ce~EM
|y|<i

for some positive e, r and C< oo.

Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) has already been noted. Suppose/satisfies

(iii). Then by Proposition 5.1,/g 3f^(U), so/is an analytic vector for 3tta(A"). By

Proposition 4.1 /is an analytic vector for 8-rrx(Y), and trivially / is an analytic

vector for 8rr\Z). Hence /e Jf»^) by Corollary 3.1.

Conversely, suppose fe 3? m(tta). Let EtyA be defined by equation (2.1) relative to

the representation 77A and the basis X, Y, Z of g. Let Et he the similar seminorm

associated with the representation F of F in §5. Since the restriction of tta to the

subgroup {exp tX} is the representation U, we have Ji??(Trx)ç:jf?(U) and Et(f)

= F(,a(/). Now/g 3^f(TTK) for some r>0. Thus by Proposition 5.1 /is holomorphic

in some strip |Imz|</. Set Fw(x) = eiÁwxf(x) = exp [w 8rr\Y)]f(x) for \w\<t. If

5>0 and 5+ |w| <t, then by Proposition 2.2 Fw e 3? f.]w,(nÁ) and ES(FW)¿ES¡Á(FW)

^c(w)Es+:W¡¡K(f)<co. By Lemma 5.1 we conclude that for 0<r<s<t—\w\,

sup    |F„(z)| ¿ c(r,s, w),
|Im2|Sr

which yields (iii).    Q.E.D.

We now want to make a closer study of the spaces 3ff(-rrK), defined relative to the

basis X, Y, Z of g. For this purpose let sft¿ he the space of functions f(z) holo-

morphic in the strip |Im z| < t, such that

MrM) = sup er^\f(x + iy)\ < 00
|i/j^r; - 00 < x < co

for all r<t. Topologize j^,a by the family of norms {A/rA}0<r<i.

Theorem 6.2. For any t > 0,

.r?V) = A.-K = #%kñ,

the inclusions being topological. In particular, the space of entire vectors for -nA

consists of all entire functions f such that Mr_fif) <oo for all r>0, topologized by the

family of norms {Mr¡x}0<r<00.

Remark. The families of norms {Mr,Al}0<r<oo and {Mr>A2}0<r<00 are obviously

equivalent for any A1; A2^0. Hence 3^% (tta) is in fact independent of A.
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Proof. We introduce an "intermediate" family of seminorms LrA:

Lr,A(/) =   sup rm + n(m\n\)-1\\8n\XmYn)f\\,

fe Of. (Of course Lr-À(/)= +00 is admitted.) Let us first show that the space .s/i>A

can be defined by the seminorms {LrA}r<(. Indeed, suppose/e if and LrA(/)<oo.

Then the power series for exp [w 8nx(X)] exp [v 8nx(Y)]f is absolutely convergent

in L2 for max (|iv|, |^|)<r. Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 6.1, we conclude

that /is holomorphic in the strip |Im z\ <r and Ms¡x(f)fíc(s, r, X)LrX(f) for s <r.

Conversely, if festfrÁ, then by standard arguments using Fubini and Morera's

theorems the function Fw_„, Fw:V(x) = eAwU + v)f(x + v), is a holomorphic function

from \w\<r, |»|<r to L2. Furthermore, (8l8v)m(8ldw)nFwJw=v = 0 = 8n\XmYn)f.

An application of Cauchy's inequalities thus gives the estimate

LUK(f) ̂      sup   { f \e^x + "f(x + v)\2 dxY'2 è c(t, s, \)M,,x(f)

for any 0<t<s<r, with c(t, s, X) independent off.

Given now that s¿t,\ = {fe £f | Lr>A(/)<oo for r<t}, it is trivial to show j</¡iA

^.3f2t(nK), with continuous inclusion. It remains to show that the seminorms

{Lr-A}r<( dominate the seminorms {Er^}r<t. For this purpose we will use the follow-

ing lemmas:

Lemma 6.1. Let a;, ß} be nonnegative integers. Then

(6.1) Y"iX<1i---YanXli«= 2 ca¡e(k)ZwXll¡-klYla-k],
keNn

where the coefficients ca¡e(k) satisfy

1 Icel' fit
(6-2) \ca,e(k)\ ï ±

k\(\a\-\k\)\(ß-k)l

(ca.e(k) = 0ifk>min (a, fi)).

Proof of Lemma 6.1. We start from the identity

(6.3) YmXn = 2     , I [(ad Y)k(Xn)]Ym~k
k=0  \k/

and use the formula ad Y(Xn)= -nZX*'1 to obtain

(6.4) YmXn =     2    (~l)k\    '    >ZkXn-kYm-k.
k=0 \   k   )

Here

[m,ri\ mini

k j      kl(m-k)l(n-k)l
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We define {m¿"} for all integral values of m, n, k by making it zero unless m > 0,

rc^O and fc¿min (m, n). Then (6.1) follows from (6.4) and induction on n, with

We rewrite caJ(k) in terms of binomial coefficients:

1 a! ß\
Ca.ß(k) = (~l)m 77, (|B|_|jfc|)l (ß^k)\

where

d (k) = (ai+a2~kl\.   ./"1+' ' ' +an-(ki+- ■+*»-i)\

Since m->(0£b) is monotone decreasing with n, we can majorize da(k) by ¿a(0)

= |a| !/a!, and thus obtain estimate (6.2).   Q.E.D.

Lemma 6.2. Let ßeNn,r>0. Then

Proof of Lemma 6.2. Introduce the generating function (w e Cn)

¿W=    2   TTwk=  [l-K+'-'+^n)]-1

^ rm
<l>(w)  =    2,   TV W    = eXP r(Wl +■■■+ Wn)-

Jce/V"

Then the sum to be estimated is the coefficient of wB in the power series for <p(w)<l>(w)

= F(w1-\- ■ ■ ■ +wn), where F(z) = (l — z)~lerz. Thus the sum equals

(/3!)-1(¿/¿z)""F(z)|2 = o,

which by Cauchy's inequalities is bounded by (|;8| \jß!) • p~ ""(1 - p)~ 1eT, for0 < p < 1.

Letting P=\ß\l(\ß\-\-l) and using the inequality (l + ^\~x)m-áe, we obtain the

stated inequality.    Q.E.D.

Completion of proof of Theorem 6.2. Suppose/g s/ttK. Let

g = 8tt\ZcY^X^-- ■ Y^X^fi

By Lemma 6.1, if r<t,

HJW    V    (\Mr2)^\ß-k\l
\\g\\ =    ri8+íi   oZsí      kl     {ß-k)\^M)-

Applying Lemma 6.2, we get

||g|| ¿ |«|!(|/5| + l)!|A|«r-i« + iieiMr» + iLr>Ä(r).
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Thus if pn is defined by equation (1.1) for the representation 7rA and basis X, Y, Z,

we have by the foregoing

Pn(f) ¿     max    {a!(¿+l)!|A|cr-<a + *>}-e'A''2 + 1Fr>A(/).
a+b+c=n

The quantity in braces is easily seen to be bounded by (n+ l)![|A|n(n!)_1-(-r"n],

which implies FsA(f)¿c(A, s, r)Lr_x(f) for s<r.    Q.E.D.

Let Ax be the closure of the operator 1 - Stta(A). Just as in the case of the regular

representation of F (§5), the analytic vectors for AA are already entire vectors for 7rA:

Corollary 6.1. Let fe L2(R) be an analytic vector for Ax. Then f is an entire

vector for w*. More precisely, there exists a positive constant 8(s, t, X) such that if

fe £¿¡(etA¿) for some t > 0 then for all s>0

(6.5) MSM) = <Ks, t, X)\\e^f\\.

In particular, the entire vectors for tta are dense in L2(R).

Proof. Let S(a), a>0, be the unitary operator on L2(R) given by S(a)f(x)

= cr1'2/(ax). S(v): ¥-> £f, and S(c~v) 8-n\X)S(o) = u(d\dx), Sia"1) 8^(Y)S(a)

= o~1X(ix). Thus for a=|A|1'2 we have S^-1) 8^(A)S(a)= |A|[(¿/¿x)2-x2]-A2-1.

From the spectral analysis of the operator (¿/¿x)2 —x2 we conclude that Ak has

simple discrete spectrum {1 + [A|(2«+l + |A|)} with normalized eigenfunctions

^A(x)=|A|1,4<^n(|A|1,2x), cpn the Hermite functions.

Let us write/= 2 anrj>n, and suppose/G^e'V) for some />0. (By Proposition 4.1

and the positivity of Ax this is equivalent to the condition that / be an analytic

vector for AÁ.) Then 2 |an|2e4in|A| <oo, so by the Schwartz inequality one has a

pointwise estimate

(6.6) |/(z)| ¿C(A,0||eiVl|2/"4ilAI1«lAl1,2z)l2}    •

But by [17, p. 252], if z = x + iy, then

co 2É

(6.7) 2 *-nU(*)la = (^sinhTF eXP (""2 + ̂

where e = (cosh /—l)/sinh /, 8 = (cosh /+l)/sinh /. Hence the eigenfunction expan-

sion for/with respect to AK converges absolutely, uniformly on compact sets in

the complex plane, so/is entire. Since e>0, (6.5) follows from (6.6) and (6.7).

Q.E.D.
Remarks. The group Gc in this case is just the complexification of G as a linear

group (where we take G as all matrices

"1 a c

0 1 b

0   0   1
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with a, b, c real). The representation n* of Gc on 3f%(nA) is given by the same

formula as the representation nÁ on 3f(n) (complex translations being defined on

3?%(nK) by virtue of Theorem 6.2).

7. The "ax + ¿>" group. We next examine the space of analytic vectors for the

infinite-dimensional irreducible unitary representations of the "ax + b" group.

This is the group S of affine transformations x-^ax + b (a>0, b real) of R. Scan

also be realized as the group of matrices of the form

(o   a-)'   a>°'   ¿rea1'

and is the semidirect product of the subgroups

and

We have A = {exp tH; —co<i<oo) and B = {exp sE; —co<j<oo}, where

-cru -u.-««!-*
The group S has two infinite-dimensional irreducible unitary representations.

We shall denote them by a± and realize them on L2(R) as follows:

(7.1) a±(g)f(x) = exp ( ± isex)f(x +1),

where feL2, g = exp sEexp tH (cf. [8] and [16, §14]). Then da±(H) = d¡dx and

do±(E) = multiplication by ± iex, with the usual maximal domains as skew-adjoint

operators. By Theorem 1.1 the space 3f °°((7±) consists of the C00 functions / with

/(n)(x) and enxf(x) in L2 for n = 0, 1,.... (Such a function then having the property

that enxfm)(x) is in L2 for all positive m and n.) Notice that the second condition is

a restriction only at x— +co.

Consider the operator 8a±(H2 + E2) = d2jdx2-e2x, acting on the space 3?"x'(o±)

just described. Let -Fbe the closure of this operator. Fis then a selfadjoint, non-

negative operator (selfadjointness follows, e.g. by [21, Theorem 2.2]), and in fact

the eigenfunction expansion associated with T has been explicitly calculated in

[29, pp. 95-96]. It turns out that the unitary operator diagonalizing F1'2 is essentially

the "Lebedev transform" [15], [17, p. 398]. Thus our Theorem A yields a theorem

of Paley-Wiener type relating analyticity properties of a function to the exponential

decrease of its Lebedev transform.

To elaborate, we first sketch the derivation of the eigenfunction expansion

formula for T, referring to [6] for the underlying theory.
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One calculates that for Im A^O, (F+A)-1 is an integral operator with kernel

(relative to Lebesgue measure)

GA(x, 0 = Kv,(ex)IJÁ(e%   £ < x,

= I,K(ex)K,x(e<),    i>x.

Here Kv and Zv are the modified Bessel functions [17, p. 66] and -\/A=|A|1/2eifl'2,

argA=0 ( — n<8<n). Using the Stieltjes inversion formula [6, Theorem XII,

2.10] and formulas relating K±v(x) and Z±v(x) [17, p. 66], one obtains the following

expression for the spectral projection E([a, b]) of T:

(7.2) (E([a, b])f\g) = -2 f Ufi(X)UgJX) sinh n^/X dX.
™    Ja

Here OfHafib, and

/»oo

(7.3) C//(A)= KWA(ex)f(x)dx
J — 00

defines a unitary map from L2(R) to L2(R+ ; n~2 sinh tt-v/A dX). By (7.2) we have

UTU~1 = multiplication by A, and the eigenfunction expansion for Fis

(7.4) f(x) = n-2 J" *iVA(e*)t//(A) sinh ttVA dX

[29, p. 96].
To obtain the eigenfunction expansion for F1'2 we simply make the change of

variable v = ^/X in (7.2), (7.3), and (7.4). Thus defining

r* oo

(7.5) f(v) = lim Kiv(ex)f(x) dx,       v > 0,
J — 00

we have (Tl¡2f)~(v)=vf(v) and

(7.6) f(x) = lim Jo" *iv0*)/(„) dp(v)

dp. = 2n'2v sinh 7Tv Jv. We shall call /the Lebedev transform off. (This differs from

[17, p. 398] by the change of variable y = ex.)

Remarks. For a general feL2(R), formulas (7.5) and (7.6) have to be inter-

preted in the usual L2-limit sense. Using the integral representation

(7.7) Kiv(x) = Í °° e~xoosh( cos (vi) dt,   x > 0,

[17, p. 85] and the inequality cosh i^ 1 +ii2, one obtains the estimate

(7.8) \Kiv(ex)\ è Cexp[-\x-ex].

Hence if/is 0(exp-(++e)|x|) at -oo, for example, then (7.5) is absolutely con-

vergent. The inversion formula (7.6) admits a slightly neater treatment: Since the
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estimate (7.8) is independent of v, integral (7.6) is absolutely convergent for

/= e ~ sTg, g e L2(R), e > 0. Of course e ~ cTg -> g in F2 as e -> 0.

We can now give the Paley-Wiener type of characterization to the space of

analytic vectors for the representations <j±.

Theorem 7.1. Letfe L2(R). The following are equivalent:

(i) fis an analytic vector for the representation a+ or a_ of the group S.

(ii) The Lebedev transform f of'/satisfies

\f(v)\2e°vvsinh-nvdv < oo

for some o- > 0.

(iii) fe 3ff(U) and satisfies

sup \f(x + iy)\ ¿ Ce-°eX,
\v\<t

for some C, a, t>0. (Cf. §5 for the space 3f?(U).)

Proof, (i) <=> (ii) follows from the above discussion and Theorem A of the Intro-

duction.

(i) o (iii) follows exactly as in the proof of Theorem 6.1, since Sis the semidirect

product of the subgroups A and B.

The next theorem shows that, in contrast to the respresentations 7rA of the

Heisenberg group, the representations a± of the group S do not admit any nonzero

entire vectors, in any sense.

Theorem 7.2. Let a be a unitary representation of S of the form <x = C+ ct+ © C_ ct_,

where C± are cardinal numbers, and let v e 3f(a). Suppose that

(i) g t-> (o(g)v, v) is analytic on S.

(ii) <f>(t) = (a(exp tH)v, v) extends holomorphically to the complex disc \ t \ < t0 for

some t0>2ir. Then v = 0.

Remark. An arbitrary unitary representation of Sis of the form C+o+ © C_<t_

© t, where r is a direct integral of one-dimensional representations [8]. Thus by

spectral theory r always has a dense set of entire vectors. Theorem 7.2 asserts that

this is the only source of entire vectors for representations of S.

Proof of Theorem 7.2. By Proposition 4.1 applied to the one-parameter unitary

groups t -> <j(exp tH) and / -> a(exp tE), conditions (i) and (ii) on v imply that v

is an analytic vector for the subgroups A and B of S, hence an analytic vector for S.

Furthermore we have estimates \\8a(Hm)v\\^Mm\r~m and ||3<7(Fn)i>|| ¿A/«!5~n

for some r>n and 5>0. In order to get an explicit estimate for ||S(j(//"lFn)i;||, we

observe that the commutation relation [A E] = E implies ad H(En)=nEn. Hence

by identity (6.3),

(7.9) HmEn = 2     , )nkEnHm-k.

k=o \k/
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Thus using the skew-symmetry of 80(H) and 80(E) together with equation (7.9),

we obtain the estimate

\\8o(HmEn)v\\2 = (-l)m + n(8o(EnH2mEn)v, v)

2m  ¡2m\
= (_l)m + »2 )nk(da(H2m-k)v, 8o(E2n)v)

fc=o \k !
2m

^ M2(2m)l(2n)lr-2ms-2n- 2 (nrf/kl
fc=0

which gives

(7.10) \\8o(HmEn)v\\ g Mmlnl(r¡2)-m(s¡2er)-n.

If we now decompose v = ~2@vk according to the direct-sum decomposition

jf(a)=C+3f(o+)@ C_3f(o_), then each v£ e3fa(a±) and satisfies estimate

(7.10). Thus it suffices to treat the cases 0 = 0±. But in this case (cf. the proof of

Theorem 6.1), estimate (7.10) implies that v is the restriction to the real axis of a

function/(z), holomorphic in the strip |Im z\ <r\2 and satisfying

(7.11) sup |exp(<0/(x + i»| -i Mp
\v\Sp

for some e>0 and any p<r\2. Since r\2>n\2, this however forces/=0, by a

theorem of Phragmén-Lindelof type.

Indeed, by (7.11) and the maximum modulus theorem

sup    I exp (8ey*)f(z)\ ̂  Mp
\1mz\Sp

for any S>0, where y = n\2p and p>n\2. Let 8 -> +co. (Cf. [23, problem 326].)

Q.E.D.
Define the spaces 3ff(o) relative to the basis {H, E} for the Lie algebra of S.

Then Theorem 7.2 and Proposition 4.1 imply

Corollary 7.1. 3ff(o)=0for t>n.

Remarks. 1. Observe that the formula (7.1), when / is an entire function, is

defined for arbitrary complex values of s and t, just as in the case of the formula for

the representations nK of the Heisenberg group. However, the representations of Sc

thus obtained leave invariant no nonzero subspace of the space of analytic vectors

for S. For example, the entire function f(z) = exp [z — ez] is in 34?m(a±) by Theorem

7.1, but its complex translates do not remain in L2.

2. The argument leading to estimate (7.10) gives an alternate proof of Theorem

3.1 for unitary representations of the group S. (In deriving (7.10) we did not use

the fact that v e 3fa(o);it sufficed to know that v e 3fm(o), which was a consequence

of Theorem 1.1.) A similar argument may be employed in connection with the

Heisenberg group, and leads to a considerable strengthening of Corollary 3.1 for

unitary representations of this group.
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8. Noncompact simple groups. Let G be a connected noncompact Lie group

whose Lie algebra g is simple. Take a Cartan decomposition g = I + p (since G is

noncompact p#0), and let a he a maximal abelian subspace of p, with Rça'

the nonzero roots of g relative to a, [10, Chapter VI]. The Killing form B is positive-

definite on a, and hence defines norms on a' and on ac which will be denoted by

I ■ ||. Define a positive number ru by

r0 = inf ||A||.

Suppose now that -n is a unitary representation of G which does not contain the

identity representation. The following theorem shows that a nonzero matrix

element of -n which is analytic on G must have a singularity on ac, within a pre-

dictable distance from a.

Theorem 8.1. Let v e 3f(ir) and set <f>(g) = (Tr(g)v, v). Suppose that

(i) <j> is an analytic function on G.

(ii) The function X*-> <f>(exp X) on a extends holomorphically to the ball \\X\\<

2nr0 + s in ac for some e > 0.

Then v = 0.

We first establish a preliminary lemma suggested by Lemma 4 of [26], which is

of some independent interest (and is probably not new).

Lemma 8.1. Let Xe p, AVO. Then the one-parameter unitary group P(t) =

rr(exp tX) has a continuous spectrum. In particular, P(t) leaves fixed no nonzero

vector in 3f(rr).

Proof. Let 3tß = {v e 3if\P(t)v = emv}, p. real. Since A" g p, ad X is real-diagonal-

izable; let F g g satisfy [A', F] = AF. If A = 0, then 7r(exp tY) leaves SV^ invariant.

If A^O, then H=X~XX satisfies [A F]= F. By the representation theory of the

group S of §7 (cf. [8]), we must have 7r(exp tY)v = v for all ve3fu. Thus 3fu

is invariant under G, since G is connected. Furthermore, since ad AVO, we

also conclude that G" = Ker (rr\^^ contains a one-parameter subgroup. Since the

only normal subgroups of G are discrete, this implies that GU = G. Hence

3fll = 0, since 7T does not contain the identity representation.    Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 8.1. Let

Ö = 9o+ 2 9«
ore«

be the weight-space decomposition of g with respect to a [10, Chapter VI]. For

every a e R, if Ha e a is determined by B(H, Ha) = a(H)¡\\a\\2, all He a, then there

exist Ea and Fa in g satisfying the commutation relations [Ha, Ea] = Ea, [Ha, Fa]

= -Fa, [Ea, Fa] = Ha (cf. [10, Chapter VII, Lemma 2.3]). Let Ga he the connected

subgroup of G with Lie algebra spanned by {A, Ea, Fa} (Ga is locally isomorphic

to SL(2, R)). Since {Tr(exp tHa)} fixes no nonzero vector in 3?(tt), by Lemma 8.1,
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we know that na = n\Ga does not contain the identity representation of Ga. If Sa is

the subgroup of Ga with Lie algebra spanned by {Ha, Ea}, then Sa^S. Set oa = n\Sa.

Then by [26, Lemma 2], aa is of the form C+o+ @ C_<r_, where C± are cardinal

numbers and a± are the representations of S discussed in §7. Theorem 8.1 now

follows immediately from Theorem 7.2 applied to the group S„ for which ||a|| =r0.

(Note that || Ha || = 1 /||a||.)

As an immediate consequence of Theorem 8.1 and Corollary 2.1 we have

Corollary 8.1. 3?f(n) = Q for t sufficiently large (independent ofn).

We also obtain the following result, due to I. M. Singer:

Corollary 8.2. g h> n(g) cannot be continuous in the uniform operator topology.

Proof. If it were, then 8n(X) would be a bounded operator for all X e%. Hence

every vector would be an entire vector, contradiction.

Remark. In Singer's proof of this result [27], as well as in earlier related work

of Segal and von Neumann [25], the embedding of the group S in G also plays a

key role.

Suppose now that G has a finite center, and let K be the subgroup corresponding

to f. K is compact, and one says that a vector v e 34?(n) is Zv-finite in case

span {n(K)v} is finite-dimensional. Since every Zv-finite vector defines an analytic

matrix element [7, Lemma 17], we have

Corollary 8.3. If v is K-finite, then the function X-+(n(exp X)v,v), Xea,

cannot be analytically continued to the ball \X\ <2nr0 + e in ac for any e>0.

Example. Let G = SL (2, C). The matrices

/1/2      0   \ /0   1\ /0   0\
H=[o   -wh     Mo o)   a"d  f=(i  o)

in g satisfy [H, E] = E, [H, F]——F, [E, F] = H. Let n be the representation o0o

of the principal series for G [19], and v a K-fixed unit vector in 3f(n). Corollary 8.3

predicts that the function <j>(t) = (n(exp tH)v, v) cannot be analytically continued

beyond the disc |i| <2n. On the other hand, from [19, §11.5, formula 11], one has

.      2 sin (pi/2)

9K}     Psinh(t¡2)

Thus <f> has poles at t= ±2ni, so Corollary 8.3 is best possible.
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